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Skyhorse Publishing, United States, 2016. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. This is the real world of modern Karachi as seen through the eyes of a young woman in an
elite family. Here are the hidden dramatic realities of the upper class, the undertow of religion,
revealing the truth sometimes spoken in hushed whispers, more often swept away by the flourish of
silk saris at extravagant dinner parties .or perhaps never mentioned at all. Often tragic, always
youthful, yet never what those in the West expect, here in fully realized first-person prose are the
lives of Ayla, the protagonist, and her boundaries and customs, as well as those of her friends: Alia,
oppressed by her wealthy, overly conservative parents, and Tanzeela, a teenager trapped in an
abusive arranged marriage. From silk saris to bombings; from fundamentalism to American
sympathy; from Dior makeup to desperate poverty; from sexual abuse to religious taboos, the world
of Ayla, in her late teens, struggling in the real world of modern-day Pakistan, is anything but
simple. Silk Tether is a revealing, truthful, poignant novel destined to become a must-read by
westerners seeking to understand the complex world of Islamic fundamentalist countries.
Skyhorse...
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It is fantastic and great. Sure, it is perform, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to
leave it before concluding.
-- Conor  Gr a nt-- Conor  Gr a nt

This pdf is so gripping and exciting. I actually have go through and that i am confident that i will going to read once again once more in the future. I
discovered this publication from my dad and i advised this ebook to discover.
-- Mr . Elwin McGlynn Jr .-- Mr . Elwin McGlynn Jr .
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